N-Series TeraFrame® Gen 3 Network Cabinet System
The new N-Series TeraFrame® Gen 3 Cabinet has been redesigned and engineered from the ground up to
address the unique physical support, high-density cable management and demanding thermal
requirements for next generation network and storage switches. The N-Series TeraFrame system
supports the deployment of devices of different sizes within one cabinet, eliminating the need for
additional accessory kits, while providing complete airflow isolation like no other cabinet in the industry
today. Key features include: airflow isolation with a patent pending side intake duct that can be adjusted
to accommodate any switch size on-site, a vertical exhaust duct option and compatibility with both hot
and cold containment options. The frame design, which provides additional space along both sides of
the switch, ensures proper clearance for switches that require side airflow, like Cisco and other
manufacturer switches.

Patented
Vertical Exhaust
Duct

Supports high-density network
and storage switches and cabling
in data center environments.

UL Listed
Load capacity
(per UL2416) is 2500
(1134 kg) static load
on leveling feet.

N-Series with front air dams configured
for front-to-rear airflow.

N-Series with side intake duct
configured for side-to-top airflow.

See next page for more enhancements.
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Chatsworth Products
Complete Airflow Isolation for High-Density
Network and Storage Switches
Patented
Vertical Exhaust
Duct

Vertical Exhaust Duct
Captures and exhausts hot air through the top
of the cabinet or alternately, select a solid top
panel, and integrate the cabinet into a
contained aisle. U.S. patents apply to this
product. For details visit
www.chatsworth.com/patents
Perforated Front Door
Provides airflow to equipment. Two styles to
match the F-Series TeraFrame Gen 3 Cabinet
(shown) or the GF-Series GlobalFrame Gen 2
Cabinet.
Solid Metal Rear Door With Perforated Insert
Use with Vertical Exhaust Duct to provide
additional cold airflow for equipment.

Grounding and Bonding
Includes grounding and bonding system with
mounting rails, top panel, side panels and
doors, which are electrically bonded to the
cabinet frame. Ground lug included with a
prepared location at the top and bottom of the
cabinet frame.

Side Intake Duct and Air Dams
Separates hot and cold air within the cabinet,
while allowing simultaneous front-to-rear and
side airflow for equipment.

Bottom Panel
Included with cabinets that have a Vertical
Exhaust Duct top panel. Two large grommets
over cable openings in the back corners
include grommets to ensure airflow isolation.

Front view of N-Series (800 mm wide) configured with
side intake duct and vertical exhaust duct.
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Standard Casters
Transport casters are included, as well as
improved top adjust levelers for ease of on-site
installation.

Rear view of N-Series (800 mm wide) configured with
solid metal rear door with perforated insert.
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Dual Rail Supports
Improved frame design has dual slides, which provide
maximum flexibility for mounting and positioning
vertical cable management accessories without
impacting airflow.
Movable Equipment Mounting Rails
Two pairs of rails are included in the cabinet, which
slide front-to-back and include marks on the frame
for easy vertical alignment.

Side Intake Duct
Patent pending design adjusts to accommodate a
wide range of switch sizes and manufacturers without
the need for additional accessory kits, reducing
planning complexity. The full height panel can be
trimmed to match the side intake on any switch,
making the N-Series a vender neutral design and
eliminating the need to order switch-specific thermal
management accessories for each make and model of
switch.
Front Air Dams
The Air Dam adjusts with mounting rails so cable
management or power can be placed in the front
corners of the cabinet without compromising the
separation of hot and cold air within the cabinet –
another advancement in CPI Passive Cooling®
technology.

Side view of 800 mm N-Series configured with a side intake duct and
vertical exhaust duct. Switch is a Cisco Catalyst 6509 chassis.

Containment Compatible
Designed to be compatible with Aisle Containment
when configured with perforated front and rear doors
and a solid top panel. Dual slides (tracks) along the
top of the cabinet provide maximum flexibility and
attach overhead cable pathway and containment
structures.

N-Series TeraFrame® Gen 3 Network Cabinet System
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Cable Management System
Supports high-density vertical and horizontal cable runs, including network cable bundles,
loose cables and power cables.

Cable Entry options include a Radius Drop that attaches
to the top of the cabinet and provides a smooth curved
support where cables exit or enter the cable
management space along the sides of the cabinet.

Integrated Cable Manager attaches to the front
pair of equipment mounting rails with openings
that align with each rack mount space (U) for
patch cords.

Telescoping Cable Manager easily adjusts to
accommodate and attach to the sides of the front
and rear equipment mounting rail, providing a
front-to-rear pathway for cables alongside of
equipment.

Vertical Cable Lashing options include a Cable Lashing
Manager, which creates a simple vertical pathway for
multiple cable bundles and has multiple attachment
points for securing cables using CPI Saf-T-Grip® Straps
or zip ties. Use to support network cables along the sides
of the cabinet.

Full Height Dual PDU Bracket supports two
vertical PDUs side-by-side and has multiple
slots for CPI Saf-T-Grip® Straps or tie wraps to
secure cords to the bracket.

Ring Cable Manager creates a simple vertical pathway
for patch and jumper cords and has C-shaped rings to
organize and secure cables. Use to support patch cords
and jumper cords near the front of the cabinet.

Both TeraFrame and GlobalFrame door
options available to match server
cabinets and give a seamless look.
For more information about the N-Series TeraFrame Gen 3 Cabinet System,
visit www.chatsworth.com, call 800-834-4969 or email
techsupport@chatsworth.com.
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